
Ma`arat al-Numan, Madrasa Abu al-Fawaris 1198–1199

other name

Ma`arat al-Numan, south of the Great Mosque, behind the facades on the other side of the main west-east street leading to
the Museum.

location

Work of the same architect responsible for the minaret of the town's Great Mosque. Golvin argues that it is inspired by Damascus
domestic houses  plans (cf Mad Nuriye).Entrance from the east through a portico then a vestibule covered by a dome. Courtyard (14 by
9 m) was once faced from the west by a large iwan than fell into ruin and was incorporated into neighbouring buildings. Three doors
from the couryard into the prayer hall on the south side.  Large central dome over the prayer hall.
Domed funerary chamber on the northeast side of couryard. Appears only to be approachable through the external laneway.
From Allen (Chpt 4): The Madrasah Abu'l-Fawâris bears an inscription dating it to 595 / 1199 and naming Abu'l-Fawâris Naja' b. `Abd
al-Karîm b. `Alî b. Mu`âfâ as the founder, in the time of al-Malik al-Mansûr. Abu'l-Fawâris has not been identified, but he must have
been an important local man or a top administrator for al-Malik al-Mansûr.
The portal projects from the east facade of the madrasah, on the west side of a narrow street. Its masonry, plain on all faces but the
back wall of the entry bay, rises to a trilobed mitered vault, the stones and archivolt of which are bevelled on all their edges. The portal
is topped on the exterior by a plain raked cornice. The benches on either side of the bay are nearly buried by the present paving, which
is flush with the street level. On the back face of the bay a plain door frame supports a simple monolithic lintel. Above the lintel two
corner stones are cut to fit a relieving arch of two asymmetrical voussoirs, forming a joggled relieving arch designed to appear as four
hexagons set in a square with their top and bottom edges connected. A rectangular strapwork interlace design composed of doubled
grooves and derived from an octagonal grid crosses these stones, bounded by a square outline exactly the width of the relieving arch.
Within the strapwork are two short inscriptions giving the name of the architect and supervisor of construction. To either side of the
strapwork frame, on the corner blocks, are two hexagonally generated medallions in relief, the points of which are set against circles,
and which differ from each other only by a rotation of 60°. Immediately above the joggled voussoirs the four-line foundation inscription
begins, set in a recessed frame in the springing course and the lowest course of the mitered vault.
The frontal arch of the portal, trilobed and fitted with two inverse keys, is the model for and direct forerunner of the North Gate of the
Citadel of Damascus, built by Qâhir b. `Alî some twenty years later. The structurally perverse inverse keys are a development from the
corresponding voussoirs in the portal of the Madrasah al-Muqaddamîyah in Aleppo, which are inversely tapered but visually more
plausible.
Through the portal one enters a domed vestibule open to the east side of the courtyard beyond. The dome is borne on simple split
pendentives, and is formed as a twelve-sided mitered vault with a twelve-petalled relief ornament in the center. To the right (north) a
small door leads into a tomb chamber, also domed. On the lintel of this door there is an illegible inscription in Ayyûbid naskhî.
The unarcaded courtyard is bounded on the south by the prayer hall and on the north by a wing composed (according to Herzfeld's
plan) of three large rooms, perhaps rebuilt and replacing an original block of cells. The original facade on the east, the side of the
portal, is missing, and the west facade of the courtyard has also been replaced by later masonry. Creswell was of the opinion that there
was an îwân-hall on the west side of the courtyard, but I see no sign of it. However, in Ayyûbid Syria a madrasah had to have an îwân-
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Creswell II 1959: fig 58; cf Herzfeld DSA III:
fig 96 (below), 97;

Abu'l-Fawâris Naja' b. `Abd al-Karîm
b. `Alî b. Mu`âfâ (reign of al-Malik al-
Mansur Muhammad I of Hama)
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Allen 1986: 96-97; Creswell Muslim Architecture of Egypt  II 1958: 111–112 & fig 58;
Golvin 1995: 86-88; Herzfeld, Damascus Studies III:. 5–6 and fig. 96–97; Korn
Ayyubidische Architekur  II 2004: 264–265 Abb 55;
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